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About This Game

Powered by CryENGINE 3, Nexuiz reinvents Arena FPS gameplay.

For centuries the Kavussari and the Forsellians have waged war. They have a fragile truce but due to their seething disgust of
each other they still pit their warriors against each other in arenas rather than on the fields of war.

Those episodes of lethal combat are now broadcast throughout the galaxy, as entertainment… a spectacle known as… The
Nexuiz Competition: An arena based first person shooter where you can alter the rules of the match and laws of physics while

you dominate opponents in ever-changing hostile environments bleeding with hatred.

Key Features

Arena FPS is back – inspired by the giants of the Arena FPS genre, Nexuiz reinvents twitch gaming for next generation
consoles and PC

Over 100 ‘Dynamic Mutators’ serve as game-changing power-ups – Jetpacks, Uber-Nuke, Low Gravity, Big Head
Mode and many more...

9 deadly arenas – powered by CryENGINE 3, Nexuiz sets a new graphical benchmark for a digital-only release
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Designed for competitive play - a superbly balanced weapon set, classic game modes, and extensive stat tracking,
Medals and Leaderboard support

Play solo or online – hone your skills against bots, then wage war online against the best in up to 32 player matches
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Title: Nexuiz
Genre: Action
Developer:
IllFonic
Publisher:
IllFonic, Psyop Games
Release Date: 10 May, 2012

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Italian
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I very much liked both this game and the previous one, but I found it a bit difficult sometimes to know which actions
corresponded with which 'hero strategy'. I also disliked the game changer actions that didnt have any kind of warning and only
told you that you had basically severed all romantic ties with either of the two female love interests AFTER you made your
voting choice. I assumed that the romantic aspect of it was just going to be strained a bit maybe, but instead it seemed to just
end it.

...OH! duh, one more thing. It would be WONDERFUL to have some kind of temorary save option at the end of each chapter
or at least at the end of each 'PART'(part1, part 2, part3) so that you DON'T have to restart if you accidentally touchscreen the
wrong option or misread a name. (suspect im a bit dislexic since I got rex and victons names mixed up for about 5 pages at the
end of the story....)

All in all, even though I've probably restarted my game at least 20 times and redone the first 8 chapters so many times that I
could do it blindfolded in order to redo an important decision that I didnt realize was THAT important, I still reccomend this
game to anyone who has even a passing interest in DC, Marvel or Choose your own Adventures.. Unless your extremely good at
match 3 games your going to lose, a lot.
Also some people are using a match maker program to play their games for them.. They should start to update again because its
curently unplayable.. The app is ok, and i dont have much to say about that. My problem is that all songs created with the app
are imediatly licensed under the app, making it illigal to post the music to most websites, ruining the whole point of making a
song. If you want to create music and publish it, i reccomend using something else.. Spectacular! Improved from DiRT Rally 1
in every way.

This track alone will ruin you for any other racing sim.

If you thought "can I skip this?", I have bad news for you: you really cannot. While many Codemasters F1 games feel like
annual patches for the full price, this Monte Carlo DLC feels and looks like a lot of work went into it. Due to the enhanced
driving physics and surfaces of DR2 it plays very differently to DR1. They could not have 'just ported' the 'old' MC stage into
DR2.

Whatever you think of their overall DLC policy, I find the price very acceptable. If you decide NOT to buy it, you will STILL
be able to PLAY, if you are joining your friends online, who own the stage. But, why on earth would you not buy it?!

10\/10

. I have sampled a lot of VR games and this one is really fun. I look forward to seeing what the dev does in the future.
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Simple. beautiful, just like the good ol' days when playing line rider in a browser, except way less buggy, and with control.
CONTROLLLLLLL!!!! It's a real game with lots of vehicles :) Love it!. The Primary selling point of this game is its ridiculous
concept. You have to spin in a full 360 before you can even fire your gun, and scope is not usable. It's got a small learning curve
but the game is actually pretty entertaining.
However there are some drawbacks. The game currently only has one map, and there is no option to host your own server, or
create a party to play with friends. The gameplay gets repetitive quickly. After twenty minutes you will have experienced all it
has to offer, and with no reward for playing im sure players will get bored of playing, and just quit once they feel they have
exausted the entertainment value.

At the time of this review the game has only just been released so there may be updates in the future. Things may be subject to
change, and if they do I will change this review to reflect that.

Let's Pro/Con this.

Pros:
*Funny parody of call of duty sniping.
*High skill ceiling due to aiming.
*very cheap price point.
*Good for a few laughs.

Cons:
*Not enough substance to play for longer than half an hour.
*No easy way to play with friends.
*Only one map.
*No rewards for playing.

Suggestions for the developers:
*Please add a way to host my own servers from home.
*Please add a way to create parties so I can team up with other people.
*Some additional maps, and gamemodes would be nice.
*Mobility needs improvement, the cooldown on jumping is too long.
*Character customization.
*Cosmetic unlocks and rewards for playing, so that I can feel like I want to play.
*Better sound effects, and lighting.
*Sprint

In conclusion I think this game is worth the price point for a few laughs, and a pretty fun way to pass a bit of time. It's a fun
concept but be warned it gets stale pretty quick.. Amazing puzzle game. It's well worth the price :). Beautiful graphic, nice story
but average gameplay mechanic. But why no, they are improving from the prequel afterall.

After playing for quite a time, here is the spoiler for those doesnt understand chinese.

Basically the plot is like this,

Before civilization era, human race have several clan and struggle to survive. Then a great leader bend all clan together to form a
union and lead the human race to brighter future. The incident happen during a demon race invasion. Human army cant fight
against the demon only a few that strong enough have the chance to fight. During demon invasion a few city is being invaded
and they do not have enough man power to save all the city. Then one of the clan main city decided to sacrifice themself so that
the army reinforcement can priority to the lesser strength city. After the invasion the whole clan fought to the last man and no
survivor in the city. One of the best friend of the main charater who is the spiritual leader (at that time he is located at other
place) of that clan doesnt understand why they decide to save the weakling and sacrifice his clan. Then he decide to revenge and
destroy both human and demon race. After he being caught he executed by the main charater.

During civilization era, the villian resurrect himself and continue his revenge. The reincarnation of the main charater, which is
the main charater himself (xD?) going to stop him. Then the story continue..................until i finish the game.. i like how it all
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looks. but the game is pretty barren. only one button on one of your motion controllers is used (the trigger) and controller
tracking isn't used either so it's weird that tracked motion control is the only input available. (shame i was hoping on actually
feeding fish.) instead it uses the headsets motion control to mark\/aim at things.
it runs well and i've seen worse games so i don't plan on refunding but i can't recommend it either
maybe in the future there will be more to it after a few updates.that is if they update.. I want a refund♥♥♥♥♥♥broken game.
Continuing from where my Save Churchill Part 1 review left off, Part 2 is entitled Belly of the Beast. A fitting name in fact for
this one. This happens to be the best DLC out of the three Churchill missions. The map is really big and it will take you about an
hour to complete. It takes place in the Mountains on a cliff side like the last SE3 Mission. I really loved the level design here and
it made me excited to explore the entire area and do many stealth kills. The story continues smoothly as we know more about
the plans to assassinate Churchill which is the main point of this mission. The ending can be a bit rough because of some rocket
launching enemies.

In short, I really liked this DLC and really got me excited for the last mission of the trilogy.. Game is a fun shmup. I like the
characters and the story they've got here, and the challenges make it interesting. I recommend it, if you're hankering for a
SHMUP..
+Хорошая музыка
-долгие загрузки. Very boring. If you want to know what happens so bad, go watch a 20 min youtube vid and then problem
solved and you saved 7$
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